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A B S T R A C T

The morphological evolution of an amorphous carbon film deposited by energetic carbon

atoms of 75 eV with various angles of incidence was investigated by molecular dynamics

simulation. Normal or near-normal incidence of carbon atoms resulted in a smooth surface

of the deposited film. In contrast, a bump-like surface structure emerged and led to rough

surfaces at grazing incidences, in agreement with the experiments. The bifurcated growth

mode was explained by the impact-induced transport of atoms on the growing surface. The

downhill transport of atoms on a sloping surface dominates at normal incidence, which

suppresses the evolution of surface irregularities to form a rough surface. However, the

dominance of uphill transport at a grazing incidence made the surface irregularities grow

to a seed structure, which provided the shadowing effect during carbon deposition. This

mechanism mediates initial seed formation and subsequent roughening together with

shadowing effects under grazing incidence.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Surface structure control of amorphous carbon (a-C) film is

essential for various engineering applications. Due to their

high surface area or porosity [1], amorphous carbon films

with high surface area have potential applications in energy

conversion and storage devices such as supercapacitors [2]

or hydrogen storage devices [3]. A rough surface of amor-

phous carbon can be utilized in a controlled manner by glanc-

ing angle deposition (GLAD). This technique is based on thin

film deposition at a high incidence angle (>60�) together with

optional substrate rotation. Surface roughening or seeding

behavior in the initial stage of a-C film growth, using ener-

getic carbon atoms (40–70 eV) and grazing incidence angles

(60–70�), has been experimentally reported in clear contrast

with smooth surfaces under normal and near-normal inci-

dences (0–30�) [4,5].

Many experimental works of GLAD show the significant

role of the incidence angle on both growth orientation and

film porosity; the higher the incidence angle the more tilted

and porous the columnar structure [6,7]. By varying the geom-

etry of deposition during film growth by, for instance, altering

the in-plane beam direction or the rotating substrate or both,

a variety of three-dimensional structures can be produced

[8,9]. The evolution of the film structure is attributed to the

shadowing effect and low diffusivity of deposited atoms

[10,11]. Pre-deposited atoms can block subsequent deposition

in the shadowed region under grazing incidence conditions.

The local variation of beam flux together with limited surface

diffusion can lead to a porous film with columnar structures

tilted toward the ion source. Although the shadowing effect

provides a coherent explanation of the rough film growth

with a preexisting seed surface structure, it is still ambiguous

how the seed surface structure evolves from a nominally
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smooth surface to provide the shadowing effect. In the initial

stage of growth, the surface irregularities are ill-defined due

to atomic scale fluctuation of the surface or randomly-

arranged hillocks. Nonetheless, for prolonged depositions

under a grazing incidence, a seed structure is evolved on

the initially smooth surface and then develops into a colum-

nar structure. The seed formation mechanism at a grazing

incidence is thus essential to complete the understanding of

the rough surface evolution during glancing angle deposition.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the initial seed for-

mation would enable one to understand the mechanism of

the rough surface evolution in atomic scale. Although a series

of MD studies of amorphous carbon deposition has focused

on the atomic structure of the film as a function of incidence

energy of carbon ion [12–18], only a few works are available on

the surface structure evolution. Surface smoothening under

normal or near-normal incidence condition was investigated

in the light of atomic displacements: ion-induced downhill

transport [19] or transverse-migration-induced relaxation

[20]. However, the effect of grazing incidence angle on surface

roughening has yet to be clarified in the atomic scale.

In this paper, the onset of surface roughening from atom-

ic-scale surface irregularities induced by energetic carbon

bombardment at grazing incidence is reported. The MD sim-

ulations of energetic carbon deposition were performed with

various incidence angles ranging from 0� to 70�. In the initial

stage of deposition, an atomic scale surface irregularity due to

the energetic carbon incidence was observed regardless of the

incidence angle. However, the irregularity was saturated or

diminished under normal incidence conditions, while the

irregularity evolved into a large seed structure, which can pro-

vide the shadowing effect under grazing incidence condi-

tions. The bifurcation of the growth behavior is discussed in

terms of the impact-induced atomic transport on the surface:

uphill transport is dominant under grazing incidence condi-

tions, which promotes the build-up of the initial surface irreg-

ularities. However, downhill transport prevails under normal

incidence conditions, which suppresses the seed structure

evolution resulting in smooth surface.

2. Simulation method

Classical MD simulation method was used to study the micro-

scopic process of a-C film growth using the reactive empirical

bond order (REBO) potential developed by Brenner et al. [21].

This potential can be expressed in the pairwise dispersion-

repulsion form,

U ¼
X

i

X

j>i

VR rij

� �
� bijV

A rij

� �� �
: ð1Þ

Here, the two terms VR and VA represent repulsive and attrac-

tive interactions for the pair of atoms i and j in the system,

respectively. The many-body interactions due to the immedi-

ate local atomic configuration are implicitly taken into

account through the bond-order function bij. This function

contains dihedral angle interactions and offers smooth cova-

lent bond formation or breaking. Specific analytic formula

and parameterizations can be found in Ref. [21]. An increased

C–C cutoff scheme (0.225 nm) was employed, which can avoid

some unusual bonding configurations associated with the

exclusively short-range character of the original cutoff set-

tings [15,16]. The REBO potential can describe the chemical

interactions between hydrocarbon atoms well, and thus has

been commonly used in recent studies of nanoscale dynamic

processes, (e.g., tribology [22,23] and sonomechanics [24]).

The REBO potential was also benchmarked by comparing

some properties of diamond such as the carbon–carbon dis-

tance, cohesive energy, elastic constants, and vacancy forma-

tion energy with the experimental results or ab initio density

functional theory (DFT) calculations (Table 1). The imple-

mented potential for this work was in good agreement with

either the experimental data or the DFT calculations.

A diamond (001) slab served as a substrate, and its dimen-

sions were 3.93 nm · 3.93 nm · 3.57 nm, which constituted 41

monolayers with 242 atoms in each layer (the total number of

atoms was N = 9922). The substrate was divided into a set of

layers from the bottom: the fixed layer, the heat-bath layer,

and the free layer. The atoms belonging to the fixed layer,

i.e., the bottom four monolayers (0.35 nm-thick) were held

fixed to their equilibrium positions to mimic a semi-infinite

bulk. Above the fixed layer, 17 monolayers (1.52 nm-thick)

served as a heat bath layer, which equilibrated the system

to room temperature, T = 300 K, with a Berendsen thermostat

[27]. The remaining 20 monolayers (1.70 nm-thick) were con-

sidered to be a free layer in which atoms were free to evolve

with full dynamics. The free layer included the open surface

along the z-direction (assumed macroscopically surface nor-

mal) and had sufficient depth not to deteriorate the heat bath

layer with possible implantations. The deposition of energetic

carbon atoms was simulated using constant NVE (microca-

nonical ensemble) integration implemented in the large-scale

atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)

code [28]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied along

the lateral xy dimensions.

The effects of the deposition angle were examined under

four different incidence angles, h = 0�, 30�, 60�, and 70�, with

a fixed energy of ions of E = 75 eV. The energy wap chosen

for the access of both smoothening under normal incidence

[19] and roughening under grazing incidence [4,5]. The

in-plane angle of incidence wap zero (parallel with x-axis) in

all cases. A time-step of 0.25 fs was used for the integration.

The time interval between consecutive depositions was set

to 4.25 ps. Prior to each deposition, the temperature of the

substrate was rescaled to 300 K after the system energy fluc-

tuation caused by the previous bombardment of energetic

carbon atom had settled down. The potential energy and

the root-mean-squared displacement of the atoms nearly lev-

eled off after 3 ps from an energetic carbon incidence. Further

reaction is hardly expected after the leveling-off at room tem-

perature. Therefore, the present simulation would reproduce

the growth behavior at 300 K, even if the present simulation

corresponds to an unrealistically high flux of �1024 cm�2 s�1.

3. Results and discussion

The morphology evolution as a function of the impact angle is

summarized in Fig. 1. An amorphous layer was formed on the

crystalline diamond substrate in all cases. The color of the
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atoms encodes the height of the atoms. Deposition behavior

of carbon is dependent on the incidence angle. Deposition

yield, defined by number of deposited carbon atom per carbon

incidence, decreased from 0.93 to 0.25 as h increased from 0�
to 70�, as characterized with the first 250 carbon incidences.

Under the grazing incidence condition, significant amount

of sputtering of surface carbon occurs resulting in much thin-

ner film than that obtained under normal incidence condi-

tion. At normal or near-normal incidence (h = 0�, 30�), the

growing surface was featureless or smooth over the course

of the deposition process (Fig. 1a and b), in spite of the tempo-

rary irregularity of the surface at the atomic scale. However,

at grazing incidences (h = 60�, 70�), a seed structure started

to form at a carbon dose of approximately U = 2000. Then, a

bump structure was developed at U = 4000 (Fig. 1c and d). To

consider the effect of the boundary conditions of the simula-

tion, the simulation at h = 60� was repeated on a larger sub-

strate of 12 nm · 12 nm · 9 nm (larger in area by a factor of

approximately nine). Fig. 2 shows the surface structure that

evolved on the larger substrate, which essentially exhibits

the same features as in Fig. 1(c). The surface bump was

evolved in any position where the seed structure was formed.

However, it appeared that the surface bumps align perpendic-

ular to the projection of incoming ions. The lateral arrange-

ment of the bump would be understood in the analogy to

the surface rippling in self-organized manner [29]. A carbon

chain on the surface was temporarily observed during the

deposition process. The 1-D chain or 2-D ring surface struc-

ture was reported in the MD simulations of low energy carbon

deposition [30,31]. The present observation would be come up

with adsorption of low-energy recoil atoms caused by ion

impacts.

Fig. 3 shows that the shadowing effect on the film growth

became significant at grazing incidence, while uniform depo-

sition occurred at normal incidence. To view the evolution of

the surface profile in one glance, the cross sections of the a-C

film are shown, where the atoms are colored according to

their entry order; blue-to-red corresponds to oldest-to-the lat-

est (Fig. 3). Under normal incidence at U = 4000 (Fig. 3a), the

film uniformly grew in normal direction. However, a bump

was clearly produced under the grazing incidence (h = 70�) at

U = 5500 (Fig. 3b) due to inhomogeneous growth toward the

Fig. 1 – Cross-sectional snapshots of the growing film after 500, 2000, and 4000 C impacts with 75 eV of kinetic energy under

incidence angles of h = 0� (a), 30� (b), 60� (c), and 70� (d). The color encodes the height of the atoms. The arrows in the figures

indicate the projection direction of incident carbon atoms in the xz plane. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1 – The bonding distance, cohesive energy, elastic constants, and vacancy
formation energy of diamond calculated from the REBO potential in this work, and the
comparison with those values according to the experiments or DFT calculations [25,26].

Property This work Expt./DFT*

rCC (Å) 1.544 1.544
Ecoh (eV) 7.37 7.37
C11 (GPa) 1072 1079
C12 (GPa) 123 124
C44 (GPa) 718 578
Evac (eV) 7.2 7.2*
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beam source. The growth mainly occurred along the illumi-

nated side of the seed structure on the surface and persisted

throughout the growing process. The growth direction slightly

deviated from the beam direction, which is consistent with

the typical tilting behavior of nanocolumnar structures in

GLAD [6]. The initial shadowing effect is operative even for

a thickness of 1 nm.

The growth behavior is clearly captured in terms of the

time evolution of surface roughness. Fig. 4 shows the root-

mean-square surface roughness (W) as a function of U. The

roughness is calculated from the equi-potential energy profile

on the surface obtained by scanning the surface with a virtual

single atom, which mimics an atomic force microscope. Long

range Lennard–Jones 6–12 potential was used to calculate the

potential energy between the virtual atom and the surface.

The roughness evolution can be categorized in three stages:

The first stage, denoted as I in the figure, is the initial rough-

ening stage in which surfaces are roughened by initial ion im-

pacts. All of the surfaces are roughened in a similar manner,

regardless of the incidence angle, until U is increased to 500.

This stage is an intermittent stage in which initially uniform

and smooth surfaces fluctuate in height due to random im-

pacts of energetic carbon. Surface amorphization and inter-

mixing also occurs during this stage. The second stage is an

intermediate stage, denoted as II in the figure, before the

different growth modes branch out according to incidence

angles. In this stage, the seed structure or the bump (see

Fig. 2 – A flying view of the surface after 36,000 C impacts (a)

and its side view in the xz plane (b). The color scheme is

same as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)

Fig. 3 – The comparison of the cross-sections of a-C film under normal (a) and grazing incidence at an angle of 70� (b). The

color of the deposited atoms encodes the order of atom entry; the later atoms range from blue to red, and the original

substrate is grey. The solid arrow indicates the incident ion direction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4 – Surface roughness evolution as a function of ion

dose. Note the transition from a smooth surface under near-

normal incidences (0�, 30�) to a rough surface under grazing

incidences (60�, 70�). The growth behavior as a function of h

branches at U = 2000 (�1 nm-thick) due to the shadowing

effect. Thus, three stages of roughness evolution are shown:

the initial roughening stage (I), the seed-forming stage (II),

and the shadowing-driven rapid roughening stage (III).
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Fig. 1c or d) starts to form under grazing incidence (h = 60� or

70�). However, only a slight difference in the surface rough-

ness is observed depending on the incidence angle. As the

dose increases, the third stage, denoted as III in the figure,

is encountered, starting from approximately U = 2000

(�1 nm-thick). The growth mode clearly bifurcated according

to the incidence angle. The surface roughness was saturated

to a value of approximately 1 Å at normal (h = 0�) or near-nor-

mal incidence (h = 30�), which is consistent with previous

experimental results on the high surface smoothness of

DLC films [32,33]. In contrast, rapid roughening occurred un-

der grazing incidence. This contrasting behavior implies that

the underlying growth mechanism differed according to the

incidence angle.

The origin of the two different growth modes depending

on the incidence angle is discussed below. The main differ-

ence triggered by the incidence angle is the presence of per-

sistent growth from the atomic scale surface irregularities,

as shown in Fig. 3. At the grazing incidences, the surface

irregularities at the early stage of the growth are sustained

against further impacts to form a seed structure on the sur-

face for the shadowing effect. Further film growth then occurs

preferentially on the illuminated side of the seed structure. In

the initial bump-priming stage (U = 500–2000), the evolution

of the seed structure might not be driven by the shadowing

effect because the surface is still smooth at the atomic-scale

(W < 2 Å). However, a momentum transfer from the energetic

incident atoms would induce the atomic displacement on the

surface, which eventually governs the evolution of the surface

structure. This idea was applied to explain the smooth sur-

face evolution in amorphous carbon growth [19]. They

showed that impact-induced downhill transport at normal

or near-normal incidences led initially sinusoidal surfaces

or bumps to become smooth due to energetic ion deposition

(E = 30–100 eV).

The effect of impact-induced transport was investigated

by calculating the net atomic displacement vector d after

the incidence of 250 carbon atoms, where a nominally flat

surface was maintained (see Fig. 4). All atoms in the sample

(i = 1 . . .N) were inspected for the displacement dðiÞ by the

energetic carbon incidence at a dose U: dðiÞðUÞ ¼
rðiÞðUÞ � rðiÞðU� 1Þ. The net atomic displacement vector at U

is thus given by dU ¼
PN

i dðiÞðUÞ. The net atomic displacement

vector d ¼
P250

U¼1dU was then obtained by the consecutive im-

pacts of 250 carbon atoms. Fig. 5(a) shows the results pro-

jected on the xz plane for various values of the incidence

angle. The projected value of d onto the y-axis is relatively

small compared to the other components and, thus not

shown here. The incidence angle dependence on the im-

pact-induced transport in the xz plane is evident. At normal

incidence, the direction of d illustrates that the transport oc-

curred mainly along the growth direction (+z), which repre-

sents some atomic intermixing in the normal direction. Net

atomic transport in the lateral direction was very small. How-

ever, as the incidence angle increased, d tilted more toward

the projection direction (+x), which demonstrated that the lat-

eral transport of the atoms became more significant.

The atomic displacement toward the projected incidence

direction can induce uphill mass transport during deposition,

which enables the initial surface irregularity to grow and pro-

vide the shadowing effect. Fig. 5b–d shows schematically the

atomic displacement phenomena locally occurring on the

surface with the surface irregularity evolution. The figures

show the cases when the carbon with macroscopic incidence

angles of h = 0� (Fig. 5b), 50� (Fig. 5c), and 70� (Fig. 5d) are irra-

diated on the surface irregularities with a surface slope of

g = 0�, 30�, and 60�. If the surface irregularities evolved by

the initial carbon incidence, the local incidence angles vary

with the slope. For a local incidence angle, d was estimated

by linear interpolation using the results of Fig. 5a. When

h = 0�, d always indicates the downhill direction on the sloped

surfaces (g = 30�, 60�), as shown in Fig. 5b, which results in

surface smoothening. However, drastically different behavior

occurs under grazing incidence. For example, at h = 50�

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5 – Net displacement vector d in the xz plane under four different angles of incidence (a) and its implication on inclined

surfaces with slopes of g = 0�, 30�, and 60� (b–d). For incidence angles other than those in (a), d was estimated by linear

interpolation. The grey arrows indicate d (a–d), and the black arrows in (b–d) are the projection direction of the incident carbon

atoms. The angle dependence of the net displacement vector can cause uphill transport along the sloped surfaces at a grazing

incidence, whereas downhill transport is dominant at normal incidence (thick, dotted arrows).
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(see Fig. 5c), uphill transport occurs if the slope of the surface

irregularity (g) is less than the macroscopic incidence angle

(h); otherwise downhill transport is expected. There is thus

competition between downhill transport and uphill transport,

which is determined by the local incidence angle. At h = 70�
(see Fig. 5d), d indicates the uphill direction when g < 70�.
Therefore, up-hill transport will occur along with most sloped

surfaces, amplifying the initial surface irregularities. Once a

seed structure sufficient to provide the shadowing effect is

created on the surface, the rough surface evolves with the

proceeding carbon deposition, as shown in Fig. 3 or in stage

III of Fig. 4.

4. Conclusion

Molecular dynamics simulation of the early stage of the amor-

phous carbon growth with various incidence angles showed

that the origin of the rough surface growth under grazing inci-

dences is mediated by the impact-induced uphill transport of

the surface atoms. The atomic-scale surface irregularities in

the initial stage could grow under grazing incidences because

the probability of the up-hill transport of surface atoms was

higher for various local incidence angles between the carbon

incidence and the sloped surface irregularities. Once the seed

structure developed due to up-hill transport, the shadowing

effect of the seed structure resulted in rapid roughening of

the surface. This mechanism could be utilized to optimize

the surface structure of carbon for various applications like

catalyst support or anode for secondary battery where the

surface area per unit volume is to be systematically

engineered.
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